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cowl on top, both painted white inside to let in more light.
Earthenware skylights and plain holes are popular, but
these are usually too small and too easily shut and never
reopened ! In Rohtak and elsewhere a big square skylight
covered with an iron grid is common in their deep pillared
rooms. These are excellent, but even so the back room
still requires a ventilator. Windows are common, but
unless they face the courtyard they are apt to remain
shuttered and are rarely a good substitute for the clerestory
ever-open ventilators. For the well-to-do, a glazed and
hinged window is suggested, with fixed bars and gauze.1
The objections to ventilators are the fear of thieves and
the hatred of cold. As for thieves, if every house is
ventilated all are equally vulnerable and the number of
thieves or their average income will not increase on account
of ventilators ! Besides does not the villager protest that
there is nothing in his house nowadays worth stealing ?
As for cold, sheep abound and there is plenty of spare
time to weave woollen cloth2 and blankets as the men of
Kulu do. Some of the many ear-rings still common on
men and children alike might be exchanged for warm
coverings.3 Tuberculosis and cerebrospinal meningitis are
an ever-present menace, and whatever the objections may
be, it is a plain fact that for health and for freshness, both
of body and brain, light and air are absolutely essential.
Without them neither mind nor hand will work really well,
and therefore they are one of the pre-requisites of the better
village life, and no argument against them can be considered.
2. Cleanliness. Cleanliness can be divided into four
categories:
1	In addition to the ventilator, of course, not a substitute for it.
 2	See pp. 255-7.
 3	See p. 112.

